CASE STUDY 7

Fenton and Sue Wilson,
Oruru Farms, Wairoa, Hawke’s
Bay
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Micro Adaptation

Key facts
Farm size and type: 440ha hill country farm.
The original block of 194ha was bought by
Fenton’s grandfather, with another 243ha
purchased in the late 1980s.
Production focus: The present focus is predominantly on cattle production (75 percent of
stock units), with the balance in sheep.
Soil type and topography: There is a lot of ash
soil (Taupo ash) on the farm overlaying papa
rock. The soils on farm are in the process
of being mapped as part of a Sustainable
Farming Fund project on steep hill country
development
(see
www.maf.govt.nz/
s ff / a b o u t - p r o j e c t s / p a s t o r a l - f a r m i n g /
01102hillcountry.htm). There are a number
of stream catchments through the farm.
Climate: Annual rainfall is about 1200mm.
They have had quite mild winters in recent
years.
Water: There is ample water on the farm
through springs and streams. Stock water
is provided through the Clydebank water
scheme, with an allocation of 5000l per day.
Social: Fenton has managed the farm on behalf
of his family for the past four years. The
future is uncertain at present with succession issues to be resolved. Fenton’s ideal
situation would be for his children to be
involved in the future of the farm. Before
taking on full-time management, Fenton
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did a range of work including working as a
shearing contractor, and then subsequently
working as Emergency Management Officer
for Wairoa District Council. He was the
drought recovery coordinator for Federated
Farmers during the 1998 drought while still
with the council. Aside from his on-farm
role he is currently project facilitator for a
SFF project and is involved with 12 other
farmers in a soils discussion group.

Main climate features
and challenges
Winter rain: In the late 70s winters were very
wet with a lot of mud around the farm.
Winters are generally drier now, although
2004 was becoming particularly wet.
NE and cyclonic events: Main rainfall is from
the E/NE, with some quite intense rainfall
events. Cyclone Bola hit parts of Wairoa
District severely. High rainfall events could
be more of a threat in the future.
Summer dry: Conditions can become dry in
summer months, with the risk of drought
as experienced in 1998. Drier conditions are
experienced with W/NW winds, which can
prevail in the spring.
Conditions appear to be getting warmer in
general, which is more noticeable in winter
months.
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This is a farm with a lot of unrealised potential.

A note from Peter Smyth, farmer of 40
years, Wairoa

wet, if there are very few flowers then there
won’t be any rain.

In Northern Hawke’s Bay the rule of thumb
is that for a good year you need about
1200mm to 1300mm of rainfall, with an
average of 127mm per month from 1 April
to 30 September and 76mm per month from
1 October to 31 March. Peter tracks the
rainfall he receives along with observation
of stream flows and springs. If things start
dipping he begins preparing for a drought
situation.

His father, and other ‘old-timers’, used to
rely on established weather patterns for
timing of farm operations. Crops were in by
10 October, hay was in by 7 December (more
often than not there was a hot dry period
in late October, through November and rain
later in December), autumn crops were in
by 10 February, and then the autumn rains
would come.

Some general observations of Peter’s:
The local Maori use the ‘kowhai flood’ as
a guide to spring conditions. If you get a
good kowhai blossom then spring will be
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Rainfall patterns are no longer consistent
enough to time operations to these dates.
One observation is that June is now tending
to be one of the driest months. South-east
winds used to bring rain, which doesn’t
happen any more.
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Historical development and influence
of climate and weather extremes
Period

Early 1920s
to present

Production focus and major changes
Climate and weather effects

The Wilson family were farm managers with the
Springhill Land Company for the last 80+ years.
The Springhill farm (recently sold), along with the
Wilson family farm, has been farmed over a long
period in an extensive manner, with traditional
major improvements including some fencing and
land clearing. One problem with clearing woody
weeds off this land has been regeneration. This was
the motivation for the hill country development
SFF project, for which Fenton has been acting as
facilitator.

On Oruru Farms there exists huge potential for
land development. Paddocks are still quite large.
There is a lot of Kanuka, some of which is in quite
extensive stands. There is an abundance of natural
water and potential to enhance riparian areas. The
soils are naturally quite fertile.

Some observations on climate variations and
extremes from Dennis Munro, farmer and
near neighbour, Wairoa:

From the late 60s through the 70s and to
the early 80s, they had warm, wet, moist
summers. The dry summers started in 1981/
82 which lasted through to about 1998/99.
There seems to be a different phase now
with moisture.

During the 1997/98 drought they lost
hundreds of trees in the garden, including
some 25-year-old Kauri trees that keeled
over. In general sub-tropical grasses are
becoming more prevalent.

Micro Adaptation
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Adaptations to develop
the resilience of the farm
This is a farm with a lot of unrealised potential.
The picture that Fenton is working on is to
develop the potential of the land, which would
involve a number of interrelated factors. First
and foremost is securing his long-term role as
a farmer on the property. With a secure future
he would be focusing on development of a
balanced, whole-farm, picture encompassing
matching land use to soil types, increasing
production, removing debt load, enhancing
biodiversity (by fencing off large areas of
Kanuka, fencing riparian areas and allowing for
regeneration of natives). This picture is partly in
recognition of increasingly discerning overseas
markets, and is also influenced by a need to
develop a balanced farm environment that can
be economically viable and be well buffered
against climate extremes in the future.

more difficult to access with the potential
for helicopter extraction.
Benefits: Soil and water conservation, drought
proofing (with willows), financial.
Information/support: There is good support
from the Regional Council for tree planting.
Fenton is not currently an active member
of the Farm Forestry Association, but will
be involved with them to help fulfil the
planned changes.
Constraints: Goats are a major problem around
Wairoa. These would need to be controlled
a lot more for effective development of a
tree planting programme.
The greatest constraint, which applies to
all of the following measures, is succession
planning and then availability of finance to
implement changes.

Water: The existing farm water reticulation
scheme needs upgrading. Water quality is a

The picture that Fenton is working on is to develop the potential of the land.

Forestry/trees: A first planting of willow
poles was made last year with support from
the Regional Council. The future focus with
trees would be to develop a balance of plantation forestry and natives. There is a large
area, mostly made up of Kanuka, that could
be fenced off and riparian areas that would
benefit from protection. Plantation forestry
would be ideally suited for northerly faces
where there is good access. Higher value
timber could be planted in areas that are
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huge issue. Stock will walk to clean water in
troughs. The long-term goal is to shift the
water tank which holds water piped on-farm
from the Clydebank community scheme, to
the highest point on the farm and then
reticulate this to every paddock through a
gravity-fed system. The aim would be to
drought-proof stock in 10 years.
The immediate goal is to fence first, then
focus on the water situation.
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Diversification: Fenton
sees
potential
for
ecotourism development.
There is a man-made lake
on the farm, which he’d
like to clean up and
develop with a shooters’
hut.

Soil: The soil is naturally
quite fertile, so there
is no significant need
for a capital fertiliser
programme. The focus
at present is to make
more effective use of the
physical and biological
resources on the farm.

Pasture management:
There is a predominance
of native grasses, ratstail
in particular.
Fenton
would like to get on top
of this more. Subdivision
would be a great help.
Smaller paddocks would
also increase the ability
to move stock a lot
more, such as when some
paddocks are wet, which
would be a real bonus.

Stock

The immediate goal is to fence first, then focus on the water situation.

management:

Internal subdivision with
fencing (4-wire electric
fencing would be used
as it is quite cheap and
flexible) is needed, along
with a greater balance of
trading stock.

Infrastructure:
Historically there has
been very little investment in infrastructure,
with existing fences, in
particular, needing attention.

Meso connections
Water to the farm is currently through a community water scheme. This is secure at present.
One of the constraints to protecting some of the
waterways in the property is the lack of control
of goats in the area. There is quite a major
stream that is flood-prone, but protection of
the catchment is not presently viable because of
the goat problem.
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Extension is seen to be a huge issue around
Wairoa. A big part of the McRae Trust work
is extension work and Peter Manson from the
Hawke’s Bay Regional Council is seen to be
doing an excellent job. Fenton also sees the soils
group, which involves 13 farmers, as a good way
to share information and make people more
aware of the potential of their land.
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